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URCHIN - Manually-deployed Geo-referenced Video System for
Underwater Reconnaissance and Coastal Habitat Inventory
Défense nationale et sécurité collective
Advances in Human Factors in Sports and Outdoor Recreation
Beyond Nam Dong
Access
Provides lists of selling prices of items found on eBay in such categories as
antiques, boats, books, cameras, coins, collectibles, dolls, DVDs, real estate,
stamps, tickets, and video games.

Jane's International Defense Review
Want to tap the power behind search rankings, product recommendations, social
bookmarking, and online matchmaking? This fascinating book demonstrates how
you can build Web 2.0 applications to mine the enormous amount of data created
by people on the Internet. With the sophisticated algorithms in this book, you can
write smart programs to access interesting datasets from other web sites, collect
data from users of your own applications, and analyze and understand the data
once you've found it. Programming Collective Intelligence takes you into the world
of machine learning and statistics, and explains how to draw conclusions about
user experience, marketing, personal tastes, and human behavior in general -- all
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from information that you and others collect every day. Each algorithm is
described clearly and concisely with code that can immediately be used on your
web site, blog, Wiki, or specialized application. This book explains: Collaborative
filtering techniques that enable online retailers to recommend products or media
Methods of clustering to detect groups of similar items in a large dataset Search
engine features -- crawlers, indexers, query engines, and the PageRank algorithm
Optimization algorithms that search millions of possible solutions to a problem and
choose the best one Bayesian filtering, used in spam filters for classifying
documents based on word types and other features Using decision trees not only
to make predictions, but to model the way decisions are made Predicting
numerical values rather than classifications to build price models Support vector
machines to match people in online dating sites Non-negative matrix factorization
to find the independent features in a dataset Evolving intelligence for problem
solving -- how a computer develops its skill by improving its own code the more it
plays a game Each chapter includes exercises for extending the algorithms to
make them more powerful. Go beyond simple database-backed applications and
put the wealth of Internet data to work for you. "Bravo! I cannot think of a better
way for a developer to first learn these algorithms and methods, nor can I think of
a better way for me (an old AI dog) to reinvigorate my knowledge of the details." -Dan Russell, Google "Toby's book does a great job of breaking down the complex
subject matter of machine-learning algorithms into practical, easy-to-understand
examples that can be directly applied to analysis of social interaction across the
Web today. If I had this book two years ago, it would have saved precious time
going down some fruitless paths." -- Tim Wolters, CTO, Collective Intellect

PC Magazine
Le Figaro Magazine
PC World
Computer Buyer's Guide and Handbook
NADA's AutoExec
This book describes cutting-edge applications of human factors for sport and
outdoor recreation disciplines and provides practical guidance on a range of
methods for describing, representing, and evaluating human, team, and system
performance in sports domains. Contributions in this book show how various
human factors methods, applied historically in the complex safety critical domains,
are suited to describing and understanding sports performance and sports injury
prevention. The book discusses a wealth of methods for different purposes, such as
data collection, task analysis (including cognitive task analysis), workload
measurement, assessing situation awareness, performance assessment (including
team performance assessment), decision making and cognition in sports, human
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error identification, and interface evaluation methods. With respect to other
publications in human factors and ergonomics, which have been more focused on
the biomechanical, physiological, environmental, and equipment-related aspects of
sports performance, this book gives a special emphasis to research on analysis of
individual and team sports, cognitive and social human factors, and covers both
sports and outdoor recreation disciplines. Based on the AHFE 2016 International
Conference on Human Factors in Sports and Outdoor Recreation, held on July
27-31, 2016, in Walt Disney World®, Florida, USA, this book provides readers with
a timely survey of new methods that can be implemented during any sport or
outdoor recreation event for analyzing and improving the performance and safety
of both individuals and teams.

The Washington Post Index
End-user Interest in Geotechnical Data Management Systems
Canadian Periodical Index
Provides essays and daily tips on Windows, Macs, AOL, the Web, viruses, computer
maintenance, buying, privacy, and terminology.

Défense nationale
Hospitality Technology
Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its
informative articles and in-depth reviews.

F & S Index United States
Predicasts F & S Index International
Programming Collective Intelligence
Excavations at Sissi
The EBay Price Guide
HWM
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During 2007 and 2008, the Belgian School at Athens undertook its first ever
excavation on Crete, at the Minoan site of Sissi on the north coast of the island.
Located at a few kilometres from the palatial site of Malia, the Sissi settlement
presents a unique test case to examine the relationship between a palace site and
its hinterland during the Bronze Age (2600-1250 BC). This volume gives some
preliminary results of the two first excavation campaigns as well as an introduction
on earlier explorations at Sissi, a report on the topography and some of the
techniques used during the work. There is also a report on the Late Minoan pottery.
The excavations were carried out by the Université catholique de Louvain under
direction of prof. Jan Driessen in collaboration with a team of the Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven under direction of prof. Ilse Schoep.

Obras
Predicasts F & S Index United States
Digit
International Journal of Forest Engineering
InfoWorld
Canadian Technical Report of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences
A comprehensive index to company and industry information in business journals.

L'Espresso
Army
Wprost
F & S Index United States Annual
Fleet Owner
New Scientist
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Proceedings of the ACM SIGMM Workshop on Effective
Telepresence
Business Periodicals Index
The Police Chief
TechTV Leo Laporte's 2004 Technology Almanac
Predicasts F & S Index
Since the debut of the Medicine Meets Virtual Reality (MMVR) conference in 1992,
MMVR has served as a forum for researchers harnessing IT advances for the
benefit of patient diagnosis and care, medical education and procedural training.
At MMVR, virtual reality becomes a theatre for medicine, where multiple senses are
engaged - sight, sound and touch - and language and image fuse. Precisely
because this theatre is unreal, it is a valuable tool: the risks of experimentation
and failure are gone, while the opportunity to understand remains. Improvement of
this tool, through steady technological progress, is the purpose of MMVR. This book
presents papers delivered at the MMVR18 / NextMed conference, held in Newport
Beach, California, in February 2011, with contributions from international
researchers whose work creates new devices and methods at the juncture of
informatics and medicine. Subjects covered include simulation and learning,
visualization and information-guided therapy, robotics and haptics, virtual reality
and advanced ICT in Europe, validation of new surgical techniques, and many other
applications of virtual-reality technology. As its name suggests, the NextMed
conference looks forward to the expanding role that virtual reality can play in
global healthcare. This overview of current technology will interest those who
dedicate themselves to improving medicine through technology.

Medicine Meets Virtual Reality 18
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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